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Taking inspiration from healthcare’s emerging patient-

centric view, many healthcare marketing leaders are
redoubling their efforts to focus on their audiences. As
healthcare providers and payers continue to consolidate,
marketing leaders are being challenged to accelerate
growth across fewer, more complex and selective buyers
with elongated sales cycles. More selective buyers are
driving needs for improved customer-focused marketing

with key business-to-business and business-to-businessto-consumer audiences. Improving growth and efficiency
in today’s challenging healthcare environment requires
improved customer-focused marketing, which is tightly
aligned with an organization’s sales and product/business
unit functions.
In this e-book, we describe how b-to-b healthcare leaders
are driving results with innovative marketing, sales and
product strategies. We examine what’s really working
for b-to-b and b-to-b-to-c healthcare leaders today,
from the perspective of SiriusDecisions clients’ priorities
and progress.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Marketing Organizational Design

One of the major areas of opportunity in which SiriusDecisions has

Many healthcare CMOs look

seen organizations achieve success is the structuring of marketing

to improve the strategic

to drive key business priorities. High-performance marketing

and operational relevance

organizations must be aligned with sales and product functions to

of marketing. This entails

deliver on key business strategies and plans.

transforming marketing to meet

Data from SiriusDecisions’ 2018 Global CMO Study shows that 94
percent of b-to-b marketing leaders plan to make changes to their
marketing organization to support their growth objectives. The
majority of changes include centralizing to balance resources, creating
centers of excellence and creating and/or adding new sub-functions.

diverse strategic objectives, such
as improving brand relevance and
reach, driving growth with sales,
better understanding customer
needs, creating relevant content and campaigns to accelerate
growth, and improving post-sale customer experiences. Meeting
these objectives in today’s competitive healthcare environment
requires sharp focus, making robust organizational design a
fundamental enabler.

94%

Marketing leaders drive performance by deploying leadership
best practices, enabling individuals and teams, and optimizing
workflows that tie them together. SiriusDecisions’ Eight Cs of
Effective Organizational Design model, featured on the next page,

supports these efforts by providing a systematic approach to
organizational design that aligns marketing to the company’s growth
plans. Each pillar of the model contains activities, deliverables, and
supporting frameworks and tools designed to optimize performance.
Organizations that implement this model create a marketing
organizational structure that is balanced, scalable and aligned to
their objectives.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Marketing Organizational Design continued
• Communicate. Outline a communications strategy to keep internal

The pillars represent essential actions to take, including:
• Clarity. Define the objective of the organizational design initiative
and how it supports the achievement of overall business goals.

and external stakeholders informed during and after deployment of
the organizational design initiative.

• Competency. Determine the
knowledge, process, skills and tools
required to support organizational
and functional objectives.
• Concept. Develop a blueprint of the
workflows required to support the
marketing ecosystem.
• Capacity. Assess the organization’s

The SiriusDecisions Eight Cs of Effective Organizational Design
Clarity

Competency

Concept

Capacity

Cost

Calibrate

Identify required
competencies

Construct processes
and workﬂows

Assess functional
competencies and
bandwidth

Determine cost for
preliminary
headcount plan

Design orgchart

Assess organizational
eﬃciency

Consider corporate
imperatives

Align/map
competency
requirements to
teams and roles

Identify essential
interlocks

Evaluate resource
allocation/distribution

Identify cost for
external service
providers

Create a
communication plan

Assess organizational
impact

Understand existing
organizational model

Assess competencies

Deﬁne accountabilities Identify outsourcing
and governance
options

Determine cost for
marketing
enablement eﬀorts

Implement org
design

Organizational
design scorecard

Interview key
stakeholders

Competency gap
analysis

Marketing ecosystem
blueprint

Preliminary
headcount plan

Business case

Execute
communication plan

Stakeholder impact
survey

Org design goals and
key performance
indicators

Competency maps

Document team
charters/role
deﬁnitions

Agency/service
provider strategy

Marketing headcount Publish org
plan
chart/team
charters/role
deﬁnitions

current bandwidth and outline a plan
for what additional internal and/or

Chart

Align marketing
goals to corporate
growth strategy

external resources are needed to
optimize performance.
• Cost. Identify and assess the
organizational gaps as well as
staff enablement initiatives.
• Chart. Devise, publish and execute

Resource
allocation/distribution
strategy

Enablement outline

costs associated with closing
Intelligent Growth
Readiness Model,
Marketing Org
Models

Intelligent Growth
Core Strategy
Reports,
Competency
Framework/Maps,
Maturity Models

the new organizational design by

Marketing Ecosystem
Model,
Process Models,
RACI Exercises,
Corporate and
Regional Alignment
Model

Benchmark
Data,
Insource vs.
Outsource Decision
Framework

Building the Business Role Proﬁles
Case for Marketing
Enablement

Communicate

function, team and role.

Activities/Inputs

• Calibrate. Evaluate and report

Maturity Models,
Marketing
Enablement Process
Model

Deliverables/Milestones

Decision Support

© SiriusDecisions Inc. All rights reserved.

on the effectiveness of the
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Ecosystem Model, Steve and his team established centers of

and life sciences environmental firm, deployed the Eight Cs of

excellence (COEs) for portfolio marketing, global campaigns and

Effective Organizational Design model to guide its reorganization.

marketing operations, and an integrated demand center to drive

Marketing was split across five areas of the company. The dispersed

focus, share best practices and enhance operational efficiencies.

teams were not working well together – significant replication of

Steve worked closely with the HR leader and CFO to assess needs and

activities made the impact of marketing unclear. Marketing was very

bandwidth, shifting 24 people and increasing the organization’s

product-centric, focused on collateral and data sheets. Recognizing

headcount by 12 percent. The team developed a set of KPIs to

these issues, PerkinElmer hired Steve Hardy as its vice president and

monitor progress of the new organization and deployed a multimedia

head of marketing to transform marketing into an aligned, high-

communications plan to keep employees informed and ensure their

performance organization.

comfort with the changes.

Steve and his leadership team collaborated across functions to

One year after implementing its new marketing organization,

reposition marketing around key business objectives for revenue

PerkinElmer is benefiting from shifting marketing’s focus from

growth and understanding emerging customer needs. The team used

developing collateral to creating and accelerating sales pipeline

multiple SiriusDecisions templates and tools to analyze and improve

opportunities, accelerating marketing’s impact in turn. One-third

competencies, such as competency maps, maturity assessments,

of marketing employees have assumed new roles, and the

role profiles and functional descriptions. When developing the

organization has more than 20 new hires.

new organizational blueprint using the SiriusDecisions Marketing

“We used the Eight Cs of Effective Organizational Design and Marketing Ecosystem models

extensively to consolidate and reorganize marketing, and SiriusDecisions data points to show
how effective various organizational structures were. SiriusDecisions helped me build a case
for change.”
Steve Hardy, VP and Head of Marketing, PerkinElmer

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Marketing-created opportunities
approached $750 million

Marketing-sourced and marketing-inﬂuenced
revenue increased 59 and 42 percent, respectively

PerkinElmer’s demand
generation results

Conversion and win rates are trending higher

All marketing employees now have individual
learning and development plans

Employee attrition has decreased signiﬁcantly and
employee engagement has greatly improved

As this example indicates, structuring a high-performance marketing organization requires a robust process to

ensure marketing objectives support cross-functional business goals. Successful marketing leaders understand
and fill competency gaps, build needed teams and COEs, assess bandwidth and investment issues, establish KPIs
to drive continuous improvement, and communicate broadly to the organization.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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to sales opportunities and wins, and the results after one year are impressive:
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Demand Marketing

Demand marketing is one of the major areas of opportunity in which

from cost centers churning out glossy brochures and clever ads to

SiriusDecisions has seen organizations achieve success. Once an

strategically aligned business partners responsible for helping to drive

organization has developed offerings that b-to-b buyers need and

corporate growth with their sales peers. Moreover, consolidating

has a sales force ready to sell to those buyers, demand marketing

providers and payers are becoming more selective about which

initiatives are the program family within b-to-b campaigns thatengages

vendors they partner with. In this challenging environment, marketing

and nurtures buyers and generates opportunities for sales to qualify

and sales must have highly aligned demand management processes

and convert. Successful demand marketing processes and results also

to drive new logo growth, along with the retention, upsell and cross-

contribute to more positive perceptions of marketing value.

sell of their customer install base.

When b-to-b healthcare organizations focus on demand marketing,

When operationalizing a high-performing demand marketing

this approach fits well with a broader positive trend – the

discipline, best-in-class organizations must master the following

transformation of high-performing healthcare marketing teams

six key areas.
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Demand Marketing continued

He
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h

Examples of specific demand marketing initiatives with which our healthcare clients have succeeded include:
• Implementing stronger lead management and scoring processes, and sales force and marketing automation
technologies. SiriusDecisions Command Center® and benchmark data reveals that organizations that effectively
qualify leads before sales handoff generate a fourfold increase in sales pipelines.
The Demand Waterfall® provides a basis for evaluating the performance of an organization’s effectiveness at managing
demand flow from marketing to sales pipeline to revenue.
2006: The SiriusDecisions Demand Waterfall V.1

2012: The SiriusDecisions Demand Waterfall V.2

(commonly referred to as the Original Demand Waterfall )

(commonly referred to as the Rearchitected Demand Waterfall)

was introduced.

was introduced.

®

The SiriusDecisions Demand Waterfall®
Inquiries

• Total number of hand raisers
• Unique metrics for current customers

The SiriusDecisions Demand Waterfall, Rearchitected

Inquiry
Inbound

Marketing
Qualiﬁed Leads
(MQLs)

• Deﬁnition through sales/marketing SL A
• Marketing deems ready for handoﬀ

Outbound

Marketing Qualiﬁcation
Automation Qualiﬁed Leads (AQLs)

Sales Accepted
Leads

• Basic qualiﬁcation tenets met
• Sales agree s to work leads

Sales Qualiﬁed
Leads (SQLs)

Teleprospecting Accepted Leads (TALs)
Teleprospecting
Qualiﬁed Leads (TQLs)

• Opportunity identiﬁed
• Now part of pipeline

Closed/Won
Business

Teleprospecting
Generated Leads (TGLs)

Sales Qualiﬁcation

• Booked revenue
• IDs topline
contribution

Sales Generated
Leads (SGLs)

© SiriusDecisions Inc.All rights reserved.

Sales Accepted
Leads (SALs)

Sales Qualiﬁed Leads (SQLs)

Close
Won Business

De m a nd originated fr o m marketing-led activities Ha nd o ﬀ fr o m o ne function to a no ther
De m a nd originated fr o m teleprospecting function De m a nd created by direct sales or cha nnel resource
© SiriusDecisions Inc. All rights reserved.
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2017: The SiriusDecisions Demand Waterfall V.3

• Increasing marketing-sourced pipeline for sales to target.
Tight alignment between marketing and sales on lead definitions,

(commonly referred to as the Demand Unit WaterfallTM)

qualification criteria and service-level agreements (SLAs) is criticalfor

was introduced.

productive demand generation and management.

The SiriusDecisions Demand Unit Waterfall™
With corresponding Rearchitected Demand Waterfall® stages

• Precisely targeting key account penetration and growth
between marketing and sales. More advanced healthcare
organizations are beginning to leverage SiriusDecisions’ Demand

We Target

Unit Waterfall™. Instead of looking at individual leads, the Demand
Unit Waterfall manages demand units – b-to-b buying groups of

We Suspect

personas with a common need for an organization’s products.

We Connect

We Evaluate

Achieving efficient demand generation, nurturing and pipeline
acceleration requires precise alignment and SLAs between marketing

We Know

We Expect

We Win!

© SiriusDecisions Inc. All rights reserved.

and sales. It also requires a robust Demand Waterfall process,
facilitated by effective use of sales force and marketing automation
technologies. Paying close attention to the Demand Waterfall and
SLAs – whichever iteration your organization uses – is crucial for
driving better alignment between marketing and sales, which results
in more productive sales pipeline and revenue growth.
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Demand Marketing continued
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Imprivata, a health IT company targeting hospitals with security
software, decided to focus exclusively on penetrating and growing
5,500 hospital systems. Imprivata started with limited visibility of their

As a result of this initiative, Imprivata achieved the
following year-over-year results:

existing presence and growth potential in each sales rep’s territory.
Marketing and sales pursued a strategy of precision segmentation
to put together buying groups — first hospital systems, then target
accounts, and finally key buyer personas within target accounts and

deployed the Demand Unit Waterfall with better-focused messaging,
campaigns and sales enablement.

38%

80%

increase in average
bookings

increase in marketing
pipeline contribution

“With the Demand Unit

Waterfall, not only
can we look at the
success of marketing

39%

32%

increase in marketing
qualiﬁed lead conversions
to sales opportunities

of personas in Imprivata’s
database were updated with
a continual data cleanse and
augmentation process

campaigns, but we can
closely monitor our
progress in account
penetration. I am now

excited about the alignment these metrics bring to connect with
the sales organization. We speak the same language.”
Mark Erwich, VP of Marketing, Imprivata
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how they vary by product.
With the target buying groups and personas defined, Imprivata
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Client Spotlight: Imprivata

When assessing the current state of demand marketing in your
organization and considering what improvements to make, we advise
organizations to think about evolution, not revolution: Start by
establishing a consistent and productive demand engine, then keep
looking for improvement opportunities as you continue to gain more
experience and evolve.
© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Integrated B-to-B Campaigns

One of the major areas of opportunity for healthcare marketing

Deploy fewer, revenue-generating campaigns. One-

leaders is how they define and operationalize integrated b-to-b

year or longer Integrated campaigns drive growth

campaigns. We see many organizations struggling with common

where each program family has quantifiable

issues such as an excessive focus on products, functional

outcomes that achieve campaign goals when

misalignment and an overemphasis on tactical execution. This often

combined.

results in multiple feature-and-benefit “product selfies” that target
the same audiences. This causes confusion, poor cross-functional

Enhance sales productivity. Involve sales and

alignment, and disconnected tactics with excessive waste.

product in a unified and aligned campaign

Indeed, many organizations confuse campaigns with tactics and have
far too many to drive efficient growth. The antidote to these issues is
moving from disparate activities to integrated campaigns.

The following goals should be included:
Align product offerings to buyer needs.
Develop high-level, audience needs- based
campaign themes that transcend product
silos.

planning, execution and review process.
Many healthcare organizations are pivoting from product- to
audience-focused campaigns to better meet buyer and customer
needs, improving cross-functional alignment and operational
efficiency. The SiriusDecisions Campaign Framework provides an
integrated structure with aligned program families and supporting
processes to enable marketers to take a strategic approach to
achieving their campaign goals.

Achieve integration on strategic and operational levels.
Integrate marketing activities into a balanced cadence of
programs – including reputation, demand, engagement, and
enablement program families

– with a coordinated set of tactics under each.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Integrated B-to-B Campaigns continued

The SiriusDecisions Campaign Framework is composed of

Engagement: The customer engagement program family contains

program families and core elements. Program families are focused

programs that focus exclusively on the post-sale customer lifecycle,

on reputation, demand, engagement and enablement, and they

with the goals of retention, loyalty, advocacy and growth through

comprise programs that have specific objectives. Programs, which can

renewal of recurring purchases as well as laying the foundation for

be nested, are collections of tactics, the individual actions executed to

upsell and cross-sell growth.

gain the attention of or engage buyers and customers. Core elements
are processes that operate across the four program families to enable
effective execution and are focused on market intelligence, audience

insights, messaging and content.
Reputation: Reputation programs build brand awareness, shape
perception, generate interest, and influence preference by targeting
key audiences (e.g. buyers, customers, influencers) within a market.

Enablement: Enablement programs are designed to help all
audience-facing teams, especially sales but including services,
support, customer success and partners to understand the campaign
theme, the characteristics of target buyers, the campaign plans and
the related calls to action associated with their role.
The following are two examples of healthcare clients who have
successfully implemented the SiriusDecisions Campaign Framework.

Demand: Programs in this family
activate buyers (i.e. generate demand)
and validate (i.e. develop and qualify)

The SiriusDecisions Campaign Framework

opportunities according to the campaign
theme. They identify viable prospects
and/or demand units and engage them
in buying cycles through a number of
vehicles.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Client Spotlight: Optum
and acquisition, with multiple business units often calling on
common buyers and customers, causing confusion and poor

As a result of this work, Optum achieved the following yearover-year results:

customer experiences.
Optum, a $100 billion healthcare analytics firm that helps clients
transform from fee-for-service to value-based care models, was
faced with managing a wide portfolio, with hundreds of products
and a need to create relevant messaging to each audience group.
Optum worked with SiriusDecisions to create six long-term integrated
campaigns that targeted its five audience segments and an overall
brand campaign. Each campaign had a revenue target, a 12-month

125%

329%

87%

32%

increase in

increase in

increase in
booked
opportunities

timeline and a theme based on the most important benefits to

increase
in total salesqualiﬁed
opportunity
value

each audience. Tactics were grouped into the program families of
reputation, demand, engagement, and enablement. The program
families were bolstered by market intelligence research to facilitate
insights about customer personas and needs, and customer-relevant
content and messaging that supports buyer needs.
“SiriusDecisions helped us transform our outlook from
disconnected campaigns to integrated ones, from ideation
to launch in six months.”

inquiries

MQLs

Lynne Stockstad, Chief Marketing Officer, Optum

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Many healthcare organizations have grown through mergers

Client Spotlight: Vocera
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on the “Quadruple Aim” health system benefits of population

and customer personas is key to enabling sales with the right toolsto

health, per capita healthcare costs, patient care experience and

grow the business. Vocera, $180M health IT provider that markets a

caregiver experience. Vocera redid all of the content and developed

secure communications platform that connects physicians, clinicians

personalized journeys for the Chief Nursing Officer audience.

and care teams in hospitals and local communities. Faced with a
changing market, different buyer focus, increased competition and
complex enterprise sales, the sales team needed marketing to help
them target and penetrate hospital system C-suite buyers.
Kathy English, Chief Marketing Officer, began by researching key

To enable the sales force, marketing created persona flashcards, video
interviews, presentations and life-size cutouts for the sales offices.

As a result of this work, Vocera achieved the following yearover-year results:

hospital c-suite personas, including the Chief Nursing Officer, Chief
Medical Officer, Chief Information Officer and Chief Executive Officer.
She used the SiriusDecisions Buyer’s Journey Map and Buyer Persona
Framework to map out desired outcomes and key value points
for each. The team then leveraged the SiriusDecisions Campaign
Framework to create a “Future of Caring” target campaign, focusing
“Our campaign and content
strategy required that we align
content offers into integrated
programs targeting a very
robust enterprise buying
cycle through the lens of
each persona. When pulled
together, this gave us the model to generate
measurable engagement and conversion as we mapped
everything into segmented campaigns in our CRM and
MAP systems – it’s been a fantastic journey!”
Kathy English, Chief Marketing Officer, Vocera

30%

increase in
marketing-sourced
pipeline doubled SQLs

50%

“contact us” submission
form growth

40%

increase in
website traﬃc

25%

sales development
rep volume growth

Adoption and execution of the campaign framework may require some
planning, process and budgetary changes. Assess your current state of
readiness and start with a pilot campaign. It may be the right time to
reexamine how your organization defines, structures and deploys
campaigns to improve marketing’s impact on business results.
© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Accelerating Sales With Improved Content
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Many healthcare organizations have no idea how much is spent on

A content center of excellence (COE) can help solve some of these

content creation and management, how many sources exist, or which

problems. To determine if you need a content COE, answer the

content is used.

following questions about the content you develop and manage.

According to data from the
SiriusDecisions Command Center®
Questions:
How much do you spend on developing and managing
your content assets?
Is your content organized around the phases of the

Up to 70%
of b-to-b
content is
unused and...

62%
of organizations
report that...

buyer’s journey, customer lifecycle and sales cycle?
Can you measure content asset usage by customers and
your sales force (e.g. business development reps, field
reps and sales engineers may need different asset types)?
Is your content up-to-date?
Have you ever performed a content audit to get rid of
unused assets and identify gaps?

Sales reps must look in six or more
places to find content when they need it.

In how many content repositories do your sales reps need
to look to find the content they need, and how often do
they just give up?
How valued is your content by sales and customers?
How much rogue content is in the organization, such as
off-brand, unsanctioned or unapproved content?
Is much of your content wasted, and what does that
cost you?

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Successful marketing leaders are creating and deploying content COEs to improve content effectiveness, lower costs, drive

operational efficiencies and enable sales. Here are 10 action steps to solve typical content strategy and operational challenges.
Build an enterprise content operations
COE to take control of your content.

Focus resources on governance to obtain
the consent of those aﬀected and the
change management aspects that are
critical to marketing transformations.
Develop a standard taxonomy
to tag your content assets to
ensure they’re easily ﬁndable.

10

9
Consolidate your content
repositories to reduce
the number of places
users need to look.

Get rid of unused content.

Determine how much content to
archive, where gaps exist and
how many content repositories
can be consolidated.

8

2
3

action steps to solve
typical content strategy
and operational
challenges.

7
6

Use a consistent content operations
model such as the SiriusDecisions
Content Model to obtain customer
and sales insights, and create,
activate and optimize content.

1

10

4
5

Acquire and deploy robust
technology and processes
to measure usage of your
content assets by sales and
other users.
Perform a comprehensive content
audit to understand what percentage
of your content assets is relevant to
sales and customers, determine gaps,
and identify unused content.
Audit and optimize your content processes,
user experience, asset management and
technical infrastructure.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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The SiriusDecisions Content Model supports efforts by providing a

Activation: In this phase, final assets are delivered to intended

best-in-class framework for companies to adopt to optimize end-to-

internal and external audiences and customized for unique activation

end cross-functional content processes. The model is organized into

use cases.

four high-level phases, which are further subdivided into a series
of key deliverables, activities or sub-processes:

Optimization: The optimization phase defines best practices for

ensuring the overall health of historical content in theorganization’s

Insight: During this phase, organizations develop and improve

systems and repositories as well as a formal mechanism for feeding

the strategic infrastructure required to create relevant, audience-

insight back into the upstream content process.

centric content.
Creation: In this phase, content assets are produced, and

Within each phase are activities and key deliverables that
drive discipline around increasing content quality through audience-

requirements that were defined in the architecture phase

centricity. By implementing these best practices, your organization can

are fulfilled.

see results and enable and accelerate your sales force.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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develops and markets tools and technologies for genetic variation and
biological functions – is a compelling example of the benefits a robust
content COE can provide. Recognizing the need to improve sales
productivity and increase efficiency, the company significantly
streamlined its content operations.
Illumina faced extreme content proliferation each year (more than
54 percent), along with sales dissatisfaction and an inability to keep
content up-to-date after product launches. Moreover, some content

“We’re now able to lead
strategic initiatives
to manage process
change and technology
implementation so that
we can maximize content
utilization and sales
productivity.”
Kathleen Pierce, Director, Global Commercial Enablement, Illumina

was off-brand, which introduced potential compliance risks. With more
than 50 content repositories, sales reps had a difficult time finding
accurate content when they most needed it. Additionally, essentially
13 full-time equivalents were creating
content that was never used, causing the
company to waste significant funds.
Illumina appointed Kathleen Pierce as its

director of content operations to improve
the content situation. Key actions of

Content ﬁndability
improved by
40 percent
Content proliferation
decreased from
54 to 5 percent

As a result of this work, Illumina achieved the
following results:

Major improvements in
content order, quality, cost
and productivity, as well as
sales satisfaction.

Content access times
improved from
4 months to 1 day
The number of
content repositories
was reduced by more
than 80 percent

her content operations group included
establishing a content operations COE
with staff, new technology and processes;
performing a content audit of content
assets and repositories; developing

standard taxonomies to improve
findability; repositioning writing services
using the SiriusDecisions Content Model;
and establishing standard governance of
content processes.

An annual cost
savings of more
than $1 million

Brand readability
increased by
30 percent

Consolidating the content repositories signiﬁcantly lowered the number of places
sales reps have to look to ﬁnd content – and how many libraries need to be
managed, tagged and curated.
Sales’ usage of content assets
increased by 2.5 to 6 times

75 percent of Illumina’s sales force indicated
that the content program led to signiﬁcant or
tremendous improvements
© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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Illumina – a multibillion-dollar life sciences and biotechnology firm that

Improving Customer Experiences With Journey Mapping
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A major area of opportunity for b-to-b healthcare marketing leaders is

To meet these requirements, many organizations are adopting

in understanding and improving post-sale customer engagement. With

customer journey maps as a foundational tool. Customer journey

the increasing prevalence of healthcare-centric recurring-revenue

maps are powerful visual tools that enable fast identification and

business models (e.g. software as a service, platform as a service) and

communication of gaps and opportunities from the customer’s point

value-based care models, organizations seek to build the business

of view. A journey map should be created for each key customer

by improving the post-sale experience – in the hopes of increasing

persona (as customer personas are often different from buyer

customer retention and loyalty – along with upsell and cross-sell

personas) across each phase of the customer lifecycle. With

growth. Doing so requires understanding the current state of customer

the major customer personas identified, along with their needs for

experience and identifying the most impactful improvements that can

each phase, the company must then map how each major function

be made by various customer-facing functions.

– e.g. marketing, sales, support/service, product management, and
invoicing/operations – should deliver on those needs.

Benchmark data from SiriusDecisions’ Command Center® demonstrates significant customer
engagement improvements. For example, organizations that have mapped customer journeys of
more than 40 percent of their key customer personas achieved the following levels of performance:

49%
49%

28%
28%

37%
37%

40%
40%

45%
45%

enjoyed customer
retention rates of
more than 90%

cross-sell to more
than 50% of their
customer base

upsell to more
than 50% of their
customer base

experienced NPS®
improvements of
more than 20%
over the last 18
months

experienced NPS
response rate
increases of more
than 20% over the
last 18 months

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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The SiriusDecisions Customer Lifecycle Framework supports post-sale

Grow/advocate. During this phase, the company seeks to grow the

efforts by providing a framework for identifying gaps and ensuring full

customer relationship through upsell and cross-sell activities, while

customer lifecycle support. Four phases make up the framework from

cultivating customer advocates and nurturing the entire relationship.

two points of view: the company and the customer.

Key individuals within the customer organization participate as
advocates for the company to internal and external audiences.

Deliver/initiate. During this phase,
the company onboards new customers
with tools and training to launch the

The SiriusDecisions Customer Lifecycle Framework

reassurance that promises made
during the buying process will be kept.

Customers initiate their usage of the
company’s products and services and

Company
Responsibility

customer relationship and provide
Deliver

Develop

Retain

Grow

Onboard/welcome

Customer support

Opportunity deﬁnition

Community support

Oﬀering execution
Insight gathering

Lifecycle nurturing
Insight gathering

Advocacy support
Retention support

Insight gathering
Opportunity development

Initiate

Participate

Actualize

Advocate

Engagement

Product/service use

Sales interactions

Community leadership

Product/service delivery
Feedback delivery

Service transactions
Community participation

Impact assessment
Peer discussion

Sales relationship Peer
validation

Develop/participate. During this
phase, the company delivers on its
brand promise and instills customer
confidence. Customers are actively
engaged and begin to incorporate the
offering into their business.

Customer
Experience

provide feedback.

© SiriusDecisions Inc. All rights reserved.

Retain/actualize. During this phase, the company demonstrates
that the value it has provided meets or exceeds the customer’s
expectations, which earns retention and growth. The customer
recognizes and articulates the financial value of the relationship to
internal stakeholders.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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occurred at Nuance, a $2.1 billion software firm that provides clinical

The SiriusDecisions Customer Experience Design Framework

speech recognition, medical transcription, clinical documentation

CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE STAGES

improvement, coding and diagnostic imaging solutions, thus helping

The company wanted to better understand, document and share
customer needs by expanding its customer experience tools. Carolyn

Customer Role

clinicians focus more time on caring for their patients.

Deliver/Initiate

Galvin, a customer insights principal analyst at Nuance Healthcare,

NonExecutive
“User”
Need

Marketing

that customer experience tracking, measurement and outcomes
were more holistic and coordinated. Galvin and her team led Nuance
Healthcare’s customer journey mapping initiative to inspire the
division to be more customer-centric.
Galvin’s team deployed SiriusDecisions’ Customer Experience Design
Framework to expand its knowledge and application of thecustomer

Function Role

worked cross-functionally with the firm’s lines of business to ensure
Sales

Support
Service/
Admin

discretionary activities each function needed to perform to better
support customer needs.
“Identifying moments of truth in our customer journey was
helpful, but the real value has been our ability to use customer
journey maps to educate and bring the customer experience to

life with our people and teams.”
Carolyn Galvin, Customer Insights Principal Analyst,
Nuance Healthcare

Grow/Advocate

“I need some speciﬁc
“Can I do my job
“How can I leverage
help. In addition, what
without this solution?
my solution expertise
other ways can I
What can be improved internally/externally?
maximize this solution? and/or added moving What other solutions What
are similar
forward?”
can bring more value?”
companies doing?”

Messaging

Web
Content

Community Forums
Participation

Advocacy
Recruitment

Annual
Event

Solution
Content

Community
Recruitment

Events CX
User Groups Insights

Nurture
Messaging

Community
Moderation

Relationship
“Check-Ins”

Opportunity
Deﬁnition

Advocacy
Opportunity
Participation Development
Relationship
“Check-Ins”

Handoﬀ
and Intros Virtual

Billing
Setup

Support
Training Virtual

Virtual
Onboarding
UX
Insights

Support

Advocacy
Identiﬁcation

Relationship
“Check-Ins”

Issue
Resolution

Escalate

Proactive
Issue
Notiﬁcation

Invoicing

UX
Insights

Escalate

Oﬀering
Penetration

Issue
Resolution

Product
Strategy
Insights

Custom
Innovation

Solution
Training Virtual

journey mapping process. The framework provided a detailed
structure to map 10 customer journeys and identify the required and

Retain/Actualize

“I need to get going
and see how this
solution will help me
in my daily job.”

Oﬀering
“Install”

Product

Develop/Participate

Want-to-Activites

Have-to-Activites

Adapt Build

© SiriusDecisions Inc. All rightsreserved.

As a result of this work, customer experience metrics have improved,
and insights obtained from the process have fueled the prioritization
of work across product development, sales, marketing, support and
administration functions. Customer experience metrics and voice-ofthe-customer insights have become standard components ofquarterly
business reviews.
If you want to reap these kinds of benefits, it might be time for your
organization to consider mapping your customers’ journeys to support
the creation of exceptional customer experiences.

© SiriusDecisions. All Rights Protected and Reserved.
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A compelling example of customer journey mapping’s benefits

Conclusion
Forward-looking healthcare marketing leaders realize that building
high-performing marketing functions takes a steady, long-term focus

Consulting
Backed by our proprietary research and models, our consultants have

on initiatives to improve revenue growth, operational excellence and

been leaders in your field, and are experienced at solving the challenges

customer experiences. Healthcare business success is accrued from strong

you face. When you require a deeper level of support, we will work

strategic alignment with sales and product as well as the key initiatives

shoulder-to-shoulder with you to build core capabilities that keep you in

mentioned in this e-book (e.g. marketing organization redesign, demand

the lead.

management, integrated b-to-b campaigns, content COEs, improvements
in the post-sale customer experience). Continuous improvement in these
areas will drive success this year and beyond.

Learning, Training and Development
Our online and instructor-led training solutions help individuals and teams
upskill to levels that improve functional performance. Training enhances

How We Help

onboarding to core SiriusDecisions concepts and helps you scale adopted

Healthcare executives rely on SiriusDecisions to contextualize problems

methodologies across your organization. Training and development are

and bring to light opportunities to drive sustainable growth. Our solutions
are founded on proprietary research, a deep understanding of healthcare
complexities, and the tenet that organizational alignment across the sales,
marketing and product function accelerates revenue growth, efficiency
and profitability.
Research and Advisory
Through healthcare experience as practitioners and their ongoing work
with your peers, they understand the challenges you face and have
applied that hands-on knowledge to the development of the models
and frameworks that set us apart. This collaborative counsel provides

you with the perspective, insight and guidance you need to accelerate
organizational growth.

leveraged to help teams establish a common nomenclature, reinforce core
concepts when selling and marketing into healthcare targets. Mastery of
content is validated by a final assessment required for certification at an
industry-standard level of proficiency.
Events
Our events bring b-to-b hot topics and priorities to life through the
unveiling of proprietary research and trends, dynamic marketplaces and
peer-to-peer interactions.
To learn more about the insights and resources we have available
for sales, marketing and product leaders, visit siriusdecisions.com
or contact us at (203) 665-4000.
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